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21 Stolen Kisses
“Fans of Menon’s frothy, contemporary rom-coms will be excited for this venture into new territory.” —Booklist “[A] dreamy,
sassy confection of a romance…Funny, extravagant, and satisfying.” —Shelf Awareness From the New York Times
bestselling author of When Dimple Met Rishi comes the first novel in a brand-new series set at an elite boarding school that’s
a contemporary spin on Beauty and the Beast. Will the princess save the beast? For Princess Jaya Rao, nothing is more
important than family. When the loathsome Emerson clan steps up their centuries-old feud to target Jaya’s little sister,
nothing will keep Jaya from exacting her revenge. Then Jaya finds out she’ll be attending the same elite boarding school as
Grey Emerson, and it feels like the opportunity of a lifetime. She knows what she must do: Make Grey fall in love with her and
break his heart. But much to Jaya’s annoyance, Grey’s brooding demeanor and lupine blue eyes have drawn her in. There’s
simply no way she and her sworn enemy could find their fairy-tale ending…right? His Lordship Grey Emerson is a
misanthrope. Thanks to an ancient curse by a Rao matriarch, Grey knows he’s doomed once he turns eighteen.
Sequestered away in the mountains at St. Rosetta’s International Academy, he’s lived an isolated existence—until Jaya Rao
bursts into his life, but he can’t shake the feeling that she’s hiding something. Something that might just have to do with the
rose-shaped ruby pendant around her neck… As the stars conspire to keep them apart, Jaya and Grey grapple with
questions of love, loyalty, and whether it’s possible to write your own happy ending.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
This stunning debut novel about grief and wonder was an instant New York Times bestseller and captured widespread
critical acclaim, including selection as a 2015 National Book Award finalist! After her best friend dies in a drowning accident,
Suzy is convinced that the true cause of the tragedy must have been a rare jellyfish sting--things don't just happen for no
reason. Retreating into a silent world of imagination, she crafts a plan to prove her theory--even if it means traveling the
globe, alone. Suzy's achingly heartfelt journey explores life, death, the astonishing wonder of the universe...and the potential
for love and hope right next door. Oddlot Entertainment has acquired the screen rights to The Thing About Jellyfish, with Gigi
Pritzker set to produce with Bruna Papandrea and Reese Witherspoon.
When you can see things others can't, where do you look for the truth? This paranormal murder mystery will have teens
reading on the edge of their seats! Clarity "Clare" Fern sees things. Things no one else can see. Things like stolen kisses
and long-buried secrets. All she has to do is touch a certain object, and the visions come to her. It's a gift. And a curse. When
a teenage girl is found murdered, Clare's ex-boyfriend wants her to help solve the case but Clare doesn't want to get
involved. Then Clare's brother becomes the prime suspect, and Clare can no longer look away. Teaming up with Gabriel, the
smouldering son of the new detective, Clare must venture into the depths of fear, revenge, and lust in order to find the killer.
A Blushing Bay Novel
At the End of Everything
The Virgin Scorecard
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Lauren Blakely comes a steamy romance that follows Kennedy as she falls
for Noah . . . even though she shouldn't. When I first met him I resisted. Like any forbidden love, I told myself he was a
crush, and it would pass. That was a lie. It never faded. And I never expected he would fall for me just as hard. There
were so many reasons that should have kept us apart, least of all, the decade that separated us. Growing up in New York
City, I learned early on that love is a double-edged sword. Love broke up my parents, love took away my friends, and
love -- the big, intense, never-been-like-this-before love -- landed me in therapy. Now I'm heading to college, and it's time
to give love a clean slate again. But, can I really start over when he's still in my life? Because the one man I've always
wanted, and also the only guy I absolutely can't haveâEuroÝ And he wants me just as fiercely. Can I settle for anything
less than the love of my life? Reviews: "21 Stolen Kisses captured my heart from the first page and didn't let go. It made
my heart ache, leap from joy, and ultimately root for a love that's forbidden yet unstoppable." - NYT Bestselling Author
Claire Contreras "21 Stolen Kisses was a truly beautiful and genuine love story. This is romantic as it gets, people.
Lauren Blakely brought it, and she brought it hard. Nothing will make you believe in true love more than this story right
here." - Shayna Renee's Spicy Reads.
Fire and Ice . . . Jack Faraday, the Marquis of Dansbury, is rich, titled, and handsome as sin. A scandalous rake who's
charmed a long string of ladies, he finally meets his match in Miss Lilith Benton, known as the Ice Queen. Intent on
restoring her family's good name, Lilith wants only to make a respectable marriage. So when the tempting but notorious
Jack begins to woo her, she is determined to ignore him. Then their accidental involvement in a duke's mysterious death
forces Jack and Lilith to become conspirators to clear their names—and suddenly cold disdain gives way to hot desire.
Now Lilith may find his passionate stolen kisses too tempting to resist . . .
Dax Marshall isn’t the type of man a woman takes home to meet her parents. He’s a business shark who has never let
anything as insignificant as caring stop him from taking over a company. Some call him heartless, but he doesn’t see the
value of caring about anyone or anything until he meets Kenzi. Her happiness becomes his obsession. Kenzi Barrington
has tried to be the person her family needed her to be, but she doesn't want to lie anymore. When she can’t hold a dark
secret in another day, she turns to the one man she knows is strong enough to hear the truth. What starts as a simple
attraction becomes a friendship that changes how they both define love. A new, seven book series about the Andrade’s
Boston cousins. The first series in the Barrington Billionaire WORLD. Book 1: Always Mine Book 2: Stolen Kisses Book 3:
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Trade it All (Coming soon) Book 4: Let It Burn (Coming 2016) Book 5: More Than Love (Coming 2016) Book 6: Forever
Now (Coming 2017) Book 7: Never Goodbye (Coming 2017) *Look for a linked series set in the same world, written by
Jeannette Winters (my sister) and Danielle Stewart (my niece). You won’t have to read the other series to enjoy mine,
but it sure will make it more fun. Characters will appear in all three series.
“Endearing, exciting, and very clever, Danielle Rollins' Stolen Time is the kind of time-travel story I'm always on the
lookout for. I know I can't really speak for him, but I feel like Doc Brown would be onboard with this one.”—Kendare Blake,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns series “The hauntingly evocative prose seduced me,
the compellingly nuanced characters captivated me, and the twisting storyline ensnared my thoughts in an infinite spiral
that refused to release me until the final word.”—Romina Russell, New York Times bestselling author of the Zodiac series
Seattle, 1913 Dorothy spent her life learning the art of the con. But after meeting a stranger and stowing away on his
peculiar aircraft, she wakes up in a chilling version of the world she left behind—and for the first time in her life, realizes
she’s in way over her head. New Seattle, 2077 If there was ever a girl who was trouble, it was one who snuck on board
Ash’s time machine wearing a wedding gown—and the last thing he needs is trouble if he wants to prevent his terrifying
visions of the future from coming true.
His Forbidden Kiss
21 Stolen Kisses
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
The Book Thief
$2.99 preorder special! Price goes up on release day! A sexy, passionate, utterly addictive, roomies-to-lovers MM
romance from #1 NYT Bestseller Lauren Blakely! Look, when I met the sexy, witty Brit on the streets of London last night,
I had no idea who he was. He was just that hot guy I wanted to have a drink with so I asked him out for my first evening in
town. One thing almost led to another. After a midnight kiss, we made plans for a whole lot more the next day. But when I
unlock the door to my rental in the morning, the English hottie is lounging on the couch like he lives here too. Great. For
the next year I’ll be sharing a tiny flat with the sexiest guy I’ve ever known. Time for a few simple rules -- don’t walk
around the flat wearing only a towel, don’t spend our nights together exploring London, and don’t crack open my
secrets for him. Even as I smash all those rules, I try to resist falling for the cocky charmer. But after a taste of his lips, I
give all the way in, telling myself one night and we won’t fall in love. Too bad in the morning I discover that hiding my
true feelings is the least of my worries, compared to a twist I never see coming. Contents Include: One broody American,
one charming Brit, and two libidos that can barely fit into the smallest flat in London. Translation – hot, angsty nights in
the first novel in a scorching and emotional two-book epic MM romance!
Preorder Special! $0.99! Grab for a limited time before price goes up to $4.99! Indulge in this collection that begins with
Mr. Right Now and Captain Romance -- two romances between virgins and athletes that complete the bestselling RULES
OF LOVE series. Mr. Right Now I’ve got a problem. After a dozen failed dates - but who’s counting - I’m done hunting for
Mr. Right. I’m more than ready to cash in my V-card, and at this point I’ll gladly hand it over to Mr. Right Now. When I go
out with my friends for a night on the town, I bump into the perfect candidate. A guy from my past who kissed like a
dream but took off before we could say goodbye. The swoony, charming pro athlete is back in the city and he’s as ready
to help me with my project as he is to win baseball games. The next morning, I’m deliciously satisfied and I know I’ve
chosen wisely. But when he leaves again, I can’t stop wondering -- what if Mr. Right Now is actually Mr. Right? And how
do I get him back? Captain Romance I don’t have luck on my side when it comes to romance. That’s why I’m laser
focused on my career as a sports reporter and making a mark as a woman in this tough field. When one of the city’s
baseball stars asks me to spend a night on the town, I have to draw the line. Just friends, I say. He’s good with that. Very
good with that. So good that I start falling for my new friend. Of all the swoony, charming, thoughtful men in this big city,
why is the one I want thoroughly off-limits? But if I want a chance with the guy they call Captain Romance, I’m going to
have to put more than my heart on the line. This collection also includes Kiss Your Tulips, Limo Bang, and DogFishing,
three stories set in the Rules of Love world.
I'm breaking up with set-ups. No more “can I introduce you to my son, nephew, grandson, the butcher, the guy down the
street who mows my lawn.” Machines know what’s best, and I’ll rely on the great dating algorithms of the web to find the
ideal man, thank you very much.Soon enough, it looks like I’ve found him -- his nickname is Lucky Suit, and he’s
hilarious, quick-witted and full of heart. But when I finally get together with him in person, I have the distinct feeling I’ve
met him before. Turns out there's more to our meeting than I had thought, and when we discover what truly brought us
together, all bets are off.
With a broken heart, she sinks to the ground. Tears run down her face as the truth hits her. "You can't do this. She's my
daughter, my flesh and blood. I'll never stop looking for her. Never. No matter what you say or do, I'll find her." Galway,
Ireland. 1941: While war rages across the world, Kate struggles on her family farm by the wild Atlantic Ocean. Living off
rations and looking after her sick father, she doesn't dare dream of falling in love. But when she meets American airman,
Tony, whose blue eyes are as stormy as the sea, her life collides with the war in ways she never imagined... They fall
madly in love, stealing kisses in the rolling fields, and Tony vows to make her his wife. Their time is cut short when Tony
leaves for war, promising to come back for her. Only then does Kate learn she is carrying his child--but when her family
find out, she is shunned and banished to a Magdalen Laundry. Imprisoned in the home for unmarried mothers, where the
windows are covered in barbed wire, the girls survive on scraps and sleep in a crammed dormitory. Kate writes to Tony
to tell him about their child, but she never hears back... Is he even still alive? And when she gives birth to baby Eva,
Kate's worst nightmare comes true: her precious child is sold to a stranger. But she made a promise to her darling
daughter, and she'll never stop looking for her. Can Kate escape, save her child and reunite her family before it's too
late? A heartbreaking, tear-jerking and completely unputdownable World War Two page-turner about the power of a
mother's love, and the devastating effects of the war. Fans of Before We Were Yours, Orphan Train and Diney Costeloe
will be utterly glued to this unforgettable novel. Readers love Stolen from Her Mother: "Captivated right from the very
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start and gripped me in its pages until the very end. I couldn't put it down and read it in a few hours... It is so well written
with great character development and a storyline that is intensely raw and deals with real situations and issues in a really
sensitive way... I was brought to tears... I haven't been able to stop thinking about it. This is a truly heart-wrenching and
emotionally destroying read. I loved it, I cannot wait to reread it." Goodreads reviewer, ????? "If I could give this book 10
stars, I would gladly do it. A beautiful story, tear jerking, breathlessly heartbreaking." Goodreads reviewer, ????? "Dear
moms! While the tears in my eyes are drying up, I am writing this letter to all women, especially to moms, because I want
to recommend you a wonderful book about a young girl Kate. It is not just a love story or fiction book, it's a great work of
art... After reading the book you will never be the same!... My heart was torn to pieces... Brilliant... I am sure that you will
love this amazing book as I did." Goodreads reviewer, ????? "A heartbreaking, tear-jerking and completely
unputdownable World War Two page-turner. Sheer escapism, beautifully written, I will now look for more of this author's
work." NetGalley reviewer
Country Kisses (3:AM Kisses 8)
New York Magazine
Stolen from Her Mother: An Utterly Heartbreaking World War Two Page-turner Set Between Ireland and America
A Memoir
Fans of Vi Keeland and Christina Lauren will love this romance that starts as a marriage of convenience, throws in a bit of a
love triangle and then adds a twist of revenge.
Kai and Ginny grew up together--best friends since they could toddle around their building's rooftop rose garden. Now
they're seventeen, and their relationship has developed into something sweeter, complete with stolen kisses and plans to
someday run away together. But one night, Kai disappears with a mysterious stranger named Mora--a beautiful girl with a
dark past and a heart of ice. Refusing to be cast aside, Ginny goes after them and is thrust into a world she never imagined,
one filled with monsters and thieves and the idea that love is not enough. If Ginny and Kai survive the journey, will she still
be the girl he loved--and moreover, will she still be the girl who loved him? Jackson Pearce, author of the acclaimed Sisters
Red and Fathomless, has returned with a unique vision of Hans Christian Andersen's "The Snow Queen," one about power
and redemption, failure and hope, and the true meaning of strength.
A best-friends-to-lovers, second chance, only-one-bed-in-the room romance! How to resist sleeping with your best friend
when you’re stuck in a hotel room with the charming, glasses-wearing hottie. 1. Slather your face in a grapefruit mask 2.
Wear a big, fluffy robe 3. Make him do the same. Oops. Too bad our libidos have other plans. But after a night of epic, soulshattering banging, I’ll have to wrestle the sex genie back into the bottle the next morning when I get the big news. Nolan
and I just landed a once-in-a-lifetime for our scrappy online restaurant review show. We’re going to New York for a month
and we’ll be together in a hotel all the time. I’ve already lost my best friend once, so I’ll do whatever it takes to resist
thoroughly delicious Nolan again. Until I learn whatever it takes might cost me everything. SHUT UP AND KISS ME is an MF,
dual POV, friends to lovers, sexy, emotional standalone romance!
Baya Brighton is looking forward to her first year at Whitney Briggs University, new friends, dorm life, and finally being close
to her brother again. Love is the last thing on the list, but when Baya meets her brother's roommate she begins to have
thoughts and feelings that make even her blush.
Stolen Kisses, Secrets, and Lies
3:AM Kisses
Winter Kisses
A Bad Boy Mafia Romance

Brittany Tate is involved in an increasingly steamy relationship with a college student, and Lacey Dupree
is working on a far-fetched plan to raise money to buy a car--a plan that involves the newest sensation
in rock music.
From USA Today bestselling author, Khardine Gray, comes a smoking hot Mafia romance with a droolworthy, possessive bad boy you'll wish was yours...Dante Everyone knows who I am: Dante Giordano,
capo to the new Chicago Mafia boss and member of the infamous Four.Ruthless and bad to the bone.
That's me.Don't be fooled by my good looks and charm.I'm a dangerous man and I get what I
want.Women, money, power. It all comes easy to me.All of it... except her...20% Angel, 80% devil...The
night Maria stormed back into my life, she reminded me I never had her.Killing me softly with that body
made for sin and her beautiful eyes, everything about her was temptation.One taste and I wanted more.
So much more.The problem was, she knows I'm bad news and she's already running from trouble.Her excon ex wants her dead.I don't care who he is, he doesn't know who he's messing with.Nothing's going to
stop me from protecting her.I get what I want. And I want her to be mine.Maria I was the girl who had to
pick the worst bad guy, and I never learned my lesson.I witnessed my abusive ex murder a man in cold
blood, and he knows I'm the one who told the cops it was him.When he gets mysteriously cleared of all
charges I know I'm as good as dead.I'm fleeing for life and I have to protect my son.It's not a good idea
to run from one bad guy to another.Yet that's exactly what I'm doing.Being with Dante is exactly
that.Tall, dark and sinfully gorgeous.That's him.The spark that sizzles between us draws me in.His touch
ignites something deep inside me I should deny.He's a mistake, yet everything I need...The problem
was, I know he's bad news, but I also have a secret.One that could make him turn from me.I never meant
for any of this to happen.Stolen Kisses is a standalone, full-length mafia romance and a part of the
Gangsters and Dolls series. Gangsters and Dolls series is a spin off from The Accidental Mafia Queen
series. Continue the adventure with these sizzling hot, drool-worthy Alpha males.Meet the Chicago
Familia in these series by USA Today bestselling author, Khardine Gray!The Accidental Mafia Queen
1.Mafia Boss2.Mafia Scars3.Mafia LoveGangsters and Dolls 1.Dirty Hearts2.Stolen Kisses3.Remember
when we4.Double Edged Hearts- Coming soon5.The Sting of love - Coming soon
It was only a little kiss... Lily Kingsley knows what the future has in store for her. At twenty-eight, it was
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time to give up on romantic fantasies and accept that spinsterhood was all that awaited her. She was
too tall, too round, and too overlooked to hope for anything else. However, that does not mean she was
willing to give up on all her dreams. If nothing else, Lily would know what it was like to be kissed. And
she had the perfect gentleman in mind. Jack Hatcher had only gone into the library for a bit of peace and
quiet. Just a few minutes away from the crowded ballroom to relax on his own. But when lady bursts in
on his solitude, mistakes him for someone else, and then launches herself into his arms, Jack discovers
that the woman in his arms stirs emotions he'd never thought to feel. If only those busybodies hadn't
walked in at the wrong moment! The only solution is an engagement, so why does the lady in question
keep fighting it every step of the way? And why does that gruff, controlling gentleman Lily mistakenly
kissed seem so eager to go forward with it? Set in Victorian era England, A Stolen Kiss is a sweet
romance about the importance of grabbing onto love when we find it, even if it comes in unexpected
ways. The Victorian Love Series is a spin-off of the Regency Love Series and follows the next generation.
All the novels are standalone stories and can be read in any order. Buy your copy today and escape into
a world of romance!
“The writings reveal a Truffaut who was as incisive and direct in assessing his own work as he was in
assessing the work of other directors.” —Choice Between 1959 and 1984, French film director François
Truffaut was interviewed over three hundred times. Each interview offers critical insight into the genesis
of Truffaut’s films as he shares the sources of his inspiration, the choice of his themes, and the
development of his screenplays. In addition, Truffaut discusses his relationships with collaborators,
actors, and the circumstances surrounding the shooting of each film. These texts, originally assembled
by Anne Gillain and published in French in 1988, are presented here in a montage arranged
chronologically by film. This compilation includes an impressive array of reflections on cinema as an art
form. Truffaut defines the aims and practices of the French New Wave, comparing their efforts to the
films made by their predecessors and including comments that encompass the entire history of cinema.
Truffaut on Cinema provides commentary on contemporary events, a wealth of biographical information,
and Truffaut’s own artistic itinerary.
The Thing About Jellyfish
Into the Heartless Wood
Truffaut on Cinema
Of Curses and Kisses
A sexy, scorching enemies-to-lovers romance! There are three words most men can’t resist—I dare you. So
as you can see, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I had no choice when my buddies said “I bet you can’t
get that brunette beauty to kiss you before the night ends.” I proved them wrong, and oh how good it
felt to be right when I swept the witty, quick-tongued woman into my arms and kissed the breath out of
her at the party. But, I made a slight miscalculation. Turns out she’s my brand new enemy. And soon I’m
locked in a fierce battle of wits with my sexy-as-sin nemesis. I’m determined to show the whole city
that my company is offering the best new path to romance, and she’s dead-set on knocking me down.
Publicly. It’s the hottest game of one-upmanship I’ve ever played, punctuated by fiery kisses, dirty
letters, and, after a heated argument, hate s-e-x. You know what they say. Keep your enemies closer. I
keep her so damn close to my favorite body part. Everything is fun and games…until I gamble something I
can’t afford to lose. My heart.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their
salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert
towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated,
the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to
leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a
family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful
life. -- From publisher description.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as they embark on a crossburning rampage, before she fully understands the importance her family attributes to having land of
their own.
A stolen kiss. An unstable curse. One big mess in the making. Derric Harver never expected to amount to
anything more than the palace stableboy, but when Princess Maria's curse keeps her from accepting a
prince's proposal, she turns to him for help, and he doesn't dare refuse. With the help of a lady's maid
and a prince, Derric and Maria embark on a dangerous adventure to find the sorceress who cast the curse.
Along the way they battle monsters, make friends, and discover new truths about themselves. The closer
they get to their destination, the more the sparks fly between them. Will Derric be able to let Maria go
once she's free to marry the prince? Will Maria forgive him if she discovers the sorceress who cursed
her is Derric's mother? A Stolen Kiss is the first in the Stolen Royals Series--an adventure with
magical creatures, dangerous lands, and being true to the power within.
Stolen Kisses
Hopelessly Bromantic
Lucky Suit
Stolen Kisses with Her Boss

From New York Times Bestseller Addison Moore comes a SECOND CHANCE ROMANCE Ryder Capwell crushed her heart.When
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Laney is auctioned off as a prize at the drama department fundraiser the last person she expects to trade cold hard cash for her
company is Ryder.Laney Sawyer used to believe in love and all of the trappings that happily ever after could provide until Ryder
Capwell is in love with Laney Sawyer. One year ago she walked out of his life and took the light of his world right along with her.
Ryder would do anything to have another chance with Laney, including purchasing her for the evening courtesy of Whitney Briggs
University, and he does just that.One thing leads to whiskey, which leads to a one-night stand. Things can only go wrong from here.
Winter Kisses (3: AM Kisses 2) Romantic Comedy First base never felt so good!From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY
bestselling author, Addison Moore...Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books...easy, frothy fun!***3: AM Kisses - The USA
Today Bestselling series!*This novella can be read as a standalone*Orignal publication date November 1, 20
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of This Is Where It Ends comes another heartbreaking, emotional and timely pageturner that will keep you on the edge of your seat. The Hope Juvenile Treatment Center is ironically named. No one has hope for the
delinquent teenagers who have been exiled there; the world barely acknowledges that they exist. Then the guards at Hope start acting
strange. And one day...they don't show up. But when the teens band together to make a break from the facility, they encounter
soldiers outside the gates. There's a rapidly spreading infectious disease outside, and no one can leave their houses or travel without
a permit. Which means that they're stuck at Hope. And this time, no one is watching out for them at all. As supplies quickly dwindle
and a deadly plague tears through their ranks, the group has to decide whom among them they can trust and figure out how they can
survive in a world that has never wanted them in the first place. Also by Marieke Nijkamp: This Is Where It Ends Even If We Break
Before I Let Go Praise for Marieke Nijkamp: "Immersive and captivating. Thrilling in every sense of the word."—Karen M. McManus,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of One of Us is Lying on Even If We Break "With exceptional handling of everything from
mental illness to guilt and a riveting, magic realist narrative, this well wrought, haunting novel will stick with readers long after the
final page."—Booklist on Before I Let Go *STARRED REVIEW* "A compelling, brutal story of an unfortunately all-too familiar
situation: a school shooting. Nijkamp portrays the events thoughtfully, recounting fifty-four intense minutes of bravery, love, and
loss."—BookRiot on This Is Where It Ends
When it feels this right, there’s no going back… He’s been off-limits for years. Now they’ve crossed a line… Heiress Taylor Thompson
is shocked when the mysterious stranger she kisses at a gala is no stranger. Royce Knox is a top exec at the tech empire their fathers
cofounded. The man her father didn’t want for her. And the best kisser ever. With business and family pulling them apart, can Royce
become more than her colleague? Taylor will do whatever it takes to find out…
After hours… To medical transcriber Cynthia Markum, Dr. Sean Donovan is just a voice—a deliciously sexy one—in her earpiece…until
he asks to meet in person. She’s nervous and excited, but it’s crazy to have feelings for a man she’s never laid eyes on, right?
Besides, he’s her employer! Stunning Cynthia couldn’t be further from the woman Sean imagined her to be, and their attraction is
mutual and instantaneous. Neither are ready for a relationship, but from the moment their lips meet there’s just no going back…
The Glass Castle
The Book of Lies
Forbidden Kisses
These Thorn Kisses
When I met my favorite rock star backstage at his concert, I never expected to leave with a kiss. I also didn't expect the man behind the
mask to remind me of my neighbor, Landon Holloway-the guy I haven't seen since I rebound made-out with him two months ago. Is the
similarity between the two men just a coincidence? Or is there something more to the boy next door than meets the eye? This novella was
previously published in the Sweet Kisses Limited Edition Sweet Romance Box Set.
The forest is a dangerous place, where siren song lures men and women to their deaths. For centuries, a witch has harvested souls to feed
the heartless tree, using its power to grow her domain. When Owen Merrick is lured into the witch s wood, one of her tree-siren
daughters, Seren, saves his life instead of ending it. Every night, he climbs over the garden wall to see her, and every night her longing to
become human deepens. But a shift in the stars foretells a dangerous curse, and Seren s quest to become human will lead them into an
ancient war raging between the witch and the king who is trying to stop her.
The USA Today bestselling author of the Hero s Welcome series introduces a trio of swoon-worthy North Carolina brothers fighting for
love in this novel of sand, sea, and seduction. For years, Jack Sawyer s family has been running their upscale seafood business like a finely
tuned machine. But every machine breaks down eventually, and suddenly Jack needs a new office manager, a new kayak launch, and a new
lease on life. Then Grace Donner shows up again. She s smart, motivated, and perfect for the manager position, but if she s anything like
her mom, she can t be trusted. And Jack has never been able to trust himself around Grace. Grace hasn t seen her former stepbrothers
since their parents messy divorce, but she never forgot them̶especially Jack. She misses being part of the big rambunctious Sawyer
clan, and if there s an opportunity to set things right, she means to do it. But she can t ignore Jack s irresistibly kissable lips, or the
searing way he looks at her when he thinks she s not looking. Their chemistry is more explosive than ever. And if the Sawyers can forgive
and forget, anything is possible. Look for the Hero s Welcome series by Annie Rains WELCOME TO FOREVER ¦ WELCOME HOME,
COWBOY ¦ WELCOMING THE BAD BOY ¦ WELCOME HOME FOR CHRISTMAS Praise for Forbidden Kisses Annie Rains writes books that
don t just pull on your heartstrings, they yank out all the feels in the best way possible! A fantastic, fresh voice in contemporary
romance! ̶Codi Gary, author of Things Good Girls Don t Do A passionate, heartfelt tale with a hint of the forbidden and a lot of
chemistry. Forbidden Kisses is a delicious novel that you ll read in one sitting. ̶Jamie K. Schmidt, USA Today bestselling author of the
Club Inferno Series Rains writes a wonderfully sweet romance every time! ̶Obsessive Book Nerd The chemistry between these two is
palpable . . . as in hot! There is no doubt about the feelings Grace and Jack have for each other and they fit well as a couple. The story was
fun with a bit of angst and a heap of forgiveness. ̶Aurora B s Book Blog The constant push and pull, mixed with the sky-high
chemistry make for an unputdownable book that will kidnap your heart from the very first page and won t let go until the
end. ̶Roberta s Dream World
Four years of celibacy have turned Hunter Miles into a predator-a dangerous man. He's horny. Hard. And coming home from college, he
never expected to find Bailey Jones so tempting. It's an instant infatuation. She's the one woman he shouldn't want-his little sister's best
friend. The last time he saw her she was a knobby-kneed little girl, but what welcomed him home was all woman-her decadent curves and a
flirtatious smile are tossed at him each time they are within arm's reach. She's tempting. Pushing. Offering up her body to a man hanging by
a very thin thread. Fuck the consequences. He wanted her, and she was going to be in his bed by the end of the week.
The Stolen Kiss
Shut Up and Kiss Me
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Get Free 21 Stolen Kisses
The Kiss Thief
Clarity
Dear Reader, Some people grow up wanting to be lion tamers or astronauts. I've always wanted to be a writer. One day, during a slow afternoon at my day
job, I thought: What would I write? Inspiration struck . . . an earl who fell in love with a spy! And thus Lady Rogue was born. Christine "Kit" Brantley is
masquerading as a boy because her mission is to spy on Alexander Cale, the Earl of Everton. It doesn't take long for Alex to see through her disguise. Who
would mistake this enchanting, albeit cheeky, chit for a lad? Alex is determined to discover the real reason Kit is in London, but as he's dragged into one
escapade after another, he finds himself succumbing to her charm and spirit. I love this book, and I love the new package. In my mind it's a depiction of the
first time Kit puts on a ball gown, and the way Alex Cale feels when he first sees her as a lady . . . Ah, me, now I'm getting sentimental. Enjoy! Suzanne
Enoch P.S. Oh, and Lady Rogue also marks the debut of Mr. Francis Henning, who's made an appearance in every historical I've written since.
21 Stolen Kisses
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel
about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is
holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she
learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly
crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories
of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl
by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Eighteen-year-old, Bronwyn Littleton is in love with a stranger she met on a summer night a year ago. A stranger who was tall and broad in a way that
made her feel safe. He had dark blue eyes that she can’t stop drawing in her sketch book. And he had a deep, soothing voice that she can’t stop hearing
in her dreams. That’s all she knows about him though. Until she runs into him again. At St. Mary’s School for Troubled Teenagers – an all girls
reform school – where she’s trapped because of a little crime she committed in the name of her art. Now she knows that her dream man has a name:
Conrad Thorne. She knows that his eyes are way bluer and way more beautiful than she thought. And that his face is an artist’s wonderland. But she also
knows that Conrad is her best friend’s older brother. Which means he’s completely off-limits. Not to mention, he’s the new soccer coach, which makes
him off-limits times two. What makes him off-limits times three however, and this whole scenario an epic tragedy, is that, Conrad, Wyn’s dream man, has
a dream girl of his own. And he’s as much in love with his dream girl as Wyn is in love with him…
Lady Rogue
A Stolen Kiss
Come Again
Stolen Time

*Can be a standalone!* I fell hard for Cade the moment I met up with those bedroom eyes
of his, but it’s not my heart I’m interested in gifting him. Cade James is my best
friend’s brother, well bred and well bed. To him I’m just another plaything, but I can’t
blame him for that. I’m not much to look at, and there’s not a man on the planet that
would be willing to make me his own. But Cade is pulling me deeper, asking questions,
wanting to know what makes me tick—wanting to know who gave me the scar that takes up the
landscape over half my face. Cade wants far more than what I’m willing to give him. If I
let him in, let him into the most sacred chamber of my heart, I might end up with a wound
far greater than the one that left that scar. The wound Cade James has the power to
inflict could never heal. From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author,
Addison Moore— Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"
A painter’s passion leads Nancy to a brush with danger. Michael Jared is one of America’s
hottest young artists, and his new painting, First Kiss, has everyone talking—especially
the police when it vanishes from display.
While dealing with her parents' failing marriage and her Future Business Leaders of
America project, high school senior Kate Blessing, the daughter of a crime boss, is torn
between two guys--one of whom is the son of her dad's rival.
Aleister CrowleyÕs The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of occultism.
Deciphering its many layers of hidden meaning requires a little patience and more than a
beginnerÕs knowledge of Thelema. For those interested in passing beyond the initiate
stage, the reward offered by a deeper understanding of this challenging text is well
worth the effort. This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing
restores all of CrowleyÕs original text, including the important keys, sigils and
diagrams often omitted from reprints.
Stolen Kisses from a Rock Star
Cold Spell
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